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SPACE DIARY AT “ULISSE”
The diary by the Soviet astronaut Anatoli Nikolaievich Berezovoy is among the protagonists, on Saturday
27 at 21:30 (local time), in “Ulisse”, the Italian channel Rai 3 programme signed by Piero and Alberto
Angela, devoted to science, ancient civilizations, places and masterpieces of art history.

The astronaut Anatoli Nikolaievich Berezovoy and his diary

the site
www.spacediary.info

The TV programme “Ulisse”
http://www.ulisse.rai.it
(in Italian)
The monograph signed by Silvia Vaccari
“211 days in Space - Anatoli N. Berezovoy - The diary, mail and history”
http://www.spacediary.info/eng/monografia.html
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from “Vaccari news - philately in real time”
http://www.vaccari.it/vnews/index.php?_id=8304
(in Italian)

Space diary at “Ulisse”
On Saturday, on the TV channel Rai 3, the account by the Soviet astronaut Anatoli Nikolaievich
Berezovoy
A way to take note of the things happened, therefore pertaining to the past, in order to document them in
view of the future or simply as a help in thinking about them now, in the present. The diary, recently
rediscovered but never out of fashion, is all this and even more. Even though -Simone de Beauvoir wrote“the unsaid is more important than the things written in it”.
And some diaries will be the protagonists, on Saturday 27 at 21:30 (local time), of “Ulisse”, the Italian
channel Rai 3 programme signed by Piero and Alberto Angela, devoted to science, ancient civilizations,
places and masterpieces of art history.
It is like -the editorial staff say- “an unusual and private journey in the universe of memoirs”, written
by the explorer Magellano or by astronauts, even by the Hebrew young girl Anna Frank, particularly
moving. “There will also be the memories of common people who have left, in their diaries, rich
testimony of real life”.
Among the material used to realize the TV programme, there is also the diary by Anatoli Nikolaievich
Berezovoy; together with Valentin Lebedev, between 13 May and 10 December 1982, he spent 211 days
in space on board the orbital station “Salyut-7”, reaching the record of stay, at the time.
“There are 92 pages of dialogue between a man and his woman” -Silvia Vaccari, who edited the work
“211 days in Space - Anatoli N.Berezovoy - The diary, mail and history”, explains. “A dialogue where
the daily routine is in a very special context: it captures the uniqueness of the experience, the sadness of
the solitude and the distance from one’s family, the weight of daily tasks and the worry over health
problems. An intimate and fascinating account which shows the real human side of living in Space”.
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